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CASH RULES EVERYTHING AROUND, an exhibition 
curated by Nora O Murchú at Dublin’s Rua Red Gallery, 
derives its title from ‘C.R.E.A.M.’ (Cash Rules Every-
thing Around Me) – the Wu-Tang record released in 
1994, back in the ‘good old days’ of net art produced 
and distributed in ways that bypassed the art market, 
and the attention of the majority of the art world. Today, 
a small portion of net artists have commercial gallery 
representation and ‘digital and digitally-related works’ 
are beginning to be sold in more or less conventional 
ways. ‘Paddles ON!’ is an innovation by Phillips and 
Tumblr to sell works by ‘digital artists’ at auction. The 
second edition takes place in London on 3 July, follow-
ing an inaugural sale in New York where Addie Wagen-
knecht’s ‘Asymmetric Love Number 2’ (2013) achieved 
the highest price.
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I was informed of American, Austria-based artist Wagenknecht’s auction success soon after entering her exhibition in 
Dublin alongside Irish artists Breda Lynch and Fergal Brennan (based in Limerick and Dublin respectively). ‘Asymmetric 
Love Number 2’ perhaps owed its higher valuation to the form it took as sculpture, albeit one – as a chandelier made 
of CCTV cameras and DSL internet cables – reflecting on the ‘grown up’ state of the internet as a high surveillance 
environment serving the interests of the rich. Does selling work to a relatively wealthy collecting class see the artist 
having her cake and eating it? To some extent, perhaps. But Wagenknecht appeared to nod to such contradictions in ‘… 
at least we tried’ (2014), a three-tiered sponge cake that visitors were allowed to eat or simply admire – for its plastic 
unicorn decoration and placement on a plinth at the gallery’s heart.

Red toy cars, crashing against the cake plinth as if derailed from a Scalextric track mounted on a gallery wall, seemed 
then to denote the disaster of complicity, or – by means of a pile of red roses laid on the floor – its perverse appeal. 
Certainly, producing art that references the corporations deemed by some to be ruining the internet has appealed to 
Wagenknecht, as has using cheap sources of labour: image searches resulting in stills from Google Street View are the 
basis of four paintings made by Chinese factory workers, grouped under the series title ‘Outsourced Outsourcing’. If the 
artist has been referred to as an ‘anti-disciplinarian’, it appears that one strategy of disobedience is ironic over-identifica-
tion with the structures she seeks to subvert.
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